
KIS™

THE LAMP MADE FOR LIGHT™

KIS™
 

Light Source 
(also sold separately)

1667 West Park Circle Dr. | Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44023

“THE MORE LIGHT, THE BETTER...

The

KISTM

Lamp 

The moreLamplight light 
source focuses  light  

exactly where it’s needed.

t	Available in classic 
satin brass or 
brushed silver finish

US PATENTS
10,378,698   
10,422,488  

p	Swing arm  
 extends 6”.

t	Lamp’s height 
adjusts from 
43” to 58”. 
 
Soft linen 
lampshade 
diffuses 
ambient light 
for less glare. 

Visit us online at 
morelamplight.com/KIS47 
or call 1-888-211-6305 
Order now with Coupon code KIS47  
and receive $50* off.
Only (4) payments of $67
Price after discount is $268*.  Every day price is $318.
*plus S+H

...The KIS™ lamp is all they said it 
would be – and more!”   

                                  Dan M. 

KEEP IT SIMPLE!
MyLight has combined classic  
lamp design with a revolutionary 
light source. The combination  
delivers exponentially more  
light for reading or any other 
task. The KIS lamp  
design and lighting  
technology will 
outperform any and  
all light sources now  
used in your home. 

Underlighting is  
overrated  
We’ve been gradually  
underlighting since the  
Energy Crisis of the  
mid 1970’s. Saving  
energy is the right thing  
to do but as we’ve gotten  
older, we think it’s just our eyesight  
that is going. More often than not,  
OUR LIGHT HAS FAILED US!

YOU NEED:
• Up to 300 footcandles for reading  

but you’re getting only 30 to  
50 footcandles.*

• LIGHT in specific WAVELENGTHS  
for clarity and contrast to compensate  
for age related changes in vision.

• Light with LESS GLARE from  
overhead fixtures and greater  
diffusion from light bulbs and  
lampshades.

What happened to  
the light?
The odds are good that you’ve used 
LED or CFL bulbs that save energy and last 
longer. However, these bulbs are weaker 
for task light than their incandescent 
equivalents. If you’re middle aged, a 60 
watt light bulb delivers only a FRACTION 
of the light you need – and the 60 watt 
“equivalent” CFL and LED’s yield even less 
task light!

* Footcandles describe the amount of light falling on 
your reading material. 

The first light source designed 
for lamps

This revolutionary light source will 
deliver up to 10 times more light than 
the single bulb you are now using – 
for only 32 watts!

Its patented LED bulb array 
may appear to be “upside 
down”– but the 4 bulb spread 
of light is actually down and 
out, perfect for task light.

The single bulb you now use 
is pointed up and out in the 
opposite direction of the task!  

Seeing is Believing
100% risk free trial and 3 
year guarantee
The patented KIS lamp system 
projects a massive amount of 
illumination on your reading material. 
Reader bulbs and all components are 
unconditionally guaranteed for  
3 years.

Take advantage of our 30 day risk 
free trial and see what you’ve been 
missing.
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